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Kivo combines precision and playfulness to reshape your workplace
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BLANCA SANCHEZ
Halo Design Interiors 
In the kitchen I think that
a hot tap is a must-have
appliance. Gone are the
days of waiting for the
kettle to boil, now that we
can have near boiling hot
water on tap for cups of
tea and cooking. Doing
away with a kettle means
that the kitchen can have
a more streamlined look
too. Another appliance,
which has had an impact
on kitchen design is the
down-draught extractor.
Built into the worktop
behind the hob, it appears
at the touch of a button
when required, but
disappears when not in
use. 

halodesigninteriors.com 

ASK THE DESIGNER…
WHEN DESIGNING A CLIENT’S HOME, WHAT ARE SOME OF YOUR MUST-HAVE APPLIANCES 
THAT YOU RECOMMEND TO YOUR CLIENTS DURING THE DESIGN STAGES?

Quooker Tap as featured in the Penthouse Collection for The Filaments, designed by Suna Interior Design.

HELEN FEWSTER
Suna Interior Design
The Quooker Fusion!
Offering both filtered cold
and boiling water on
demand. It’s an
environmentally friendly
option, only boiling and
filtering the water you
need, not surplus, as a
kettle would. Both the
boiling and filtered water
is instantly delivered, and
there is a safety feature,
making it a safe appliance
around children. 

www.sunainteriordesign.com 

MILA PODIABLONSKA
Mil-Ce Associates
I strongly recommend an
integrated cooking area
with hidden appliances
such as remote control
exhaust system, hidden
disposal system, level
electric cooking area,
dishwasher and built in
refrigerator. These
appliances, especially in
the kitchen, revolutionize
not only the kitchen's
functionality but also the
total look of the livable
area.

www.mil-ceassociates.com

REBECCA TUCKER
Suna Interior Design
We are specifying wine
fridges more and more
often as a standard
appliance in new
developments. It is a
really great addition, and
one that certainly brings
a luxury feel to any
kitchen. Either a slim-line
version that can tuck into
a handy space or a full-
on, full height wine fridge
for the keener wine
collector!

www.sunainteriordesign.com 

REBEKAH CAUDWELL
Rebekah Caudwell
Design
Families often have very
specific and differing
needs so I will never fill a
client's home with
expensive appliances just
for the sake of it. Three of
my personal favourites
are a Quooker boiling
water tap, Fisher &
Paykel dishwasher
drawers, and a Gaggenau
CX 480 induction hob -
one of those appliances
you just can't really
believe has not existed
before.

rebekahcaudwelldesign.com
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